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Whether you think that you can, or that you can’t, you are usually right. So be optimistic. 
 

 

 A. Match the pictures with the sentences. (2 points) 

   1. Smoking is dangerous for our health. 

   2. My brother was surfing the net when I saw him. 

   3. Our neighbour had a terrible heart attack yesterday. 

   4. Dictionary prices range from 5$ to 15$ in this bookstore. 

                      

           a                                  b                               c                                    d                        e  

B. Fill in the blanks with the words given. (There is an extra word) (2 points) 

                                         contain, greatly, relationship, junk, skim 

5. Most children like eating ………. foods.  

6. Balanced diets ………. lots of fruits and green vegetables. 

7. We can ………. a passage to identify the topic and understand the writer’s main idea. 

8. Having good ………. between people and their friends prevents them from being technology addicts. 

 C. Complete the sentences with the proper words. (1 point)   

9. Languages have written and s……… forms.  

10. A person who spends much time watching TV is called a/an c………… .  

                             

D. One odd out. Choose the different word in each group. (1 point) 

 

11.                   a) belief               b) wish               c) feeling               d) brain 

 

12.                    a) harmful            b) valuable         c) thoughtful         d) worthy 
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E. Use suitable prefix to make new words. (2 points) 

 

             

                                                        

 

 

 

 

    

 

F. Match the synonyms of the underlined words. There is one extra word. (2 points) 

 

17. I can’t imagine the world without language.                                                               a. keys 

18. Praying decreases stress and give people a calm life.                                                 b. consider    

19. If you want to improve your English, you should know some hints.                         c. effects  

20. Mr. Robinson watched an amazing movie in a cinema last night.                             d. wonderful 

                                                                                                                                           e. without worry 

 

G. Choose the best answer. (2points) 

21. He had no ………. of managing a language institute. 

                     a) experience                    b) fact                    c) range                    d) area 

22. Water makes up 72 ………. of Earth. 

                     a) access                            b) percent              c) ability                   d) sign 

23. Fast food is increasingly ………. these days. 

          a) rapid                              b) quick                  c) kind                     d) popular 

24. My grandmother is very sick these days. My mother is ………. her mother 

          a) looking for                     b) checking in         c) looking after       d) calling back 

 

H. Put these words in the right order to make correct sentences. (2points) 

25. believe/ Mars/ scientists/ water/ in/ exists/ few/ that. 

26. world/ polluted/ Tehran/ cities/ nowadays/ is/ the most/ the/ one of/ in. 

 

 

mid 

im 

re 

dis 

possible 

day 

like 

write 

13. 14. 15. 16. 
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I. Read the following sentences and complete the table. (3 points) 

People use language to communicate with each other in a society. They exchange knowledge, beliefs, wishes 

and feelings through it. 

subject pronoun Subject noun         verb uncountable noun adverb of place countable noun 

           27          28           29           30           31            32 

 

 

J. Put the words in the correct groups. Choose the best word for each part. (2points) 

                                              cheese, meat, tea, chocolate, honey, rice, cola, bread 

a loaf of  a bar of   a kilo of    a cup of   a jar of     a bag of    a bottle of  a piece of 

       33          34         35         36        37         38        39       40 

 

 

K. Read the following text and choose the correct answers. (2points) 

Using technology in a wrong way creates new types of ….41…. . Technology addicts are people with ….42….  

problems that they can’t control themselves in using ….43…. kinds of technology. They prefer to be alone and  

spend their time with their ….44…. . This makes them depressed and impatient. 

41.               a) ways               b) addictions               c) technologies               d) questions 

42.               a) necessary        b) helpful                    c) serious                         d) easy 

43.               a) various            b) useful                      c) social                         d) emotional 

44.               a) diseases           b) members                 c) exercises                    d) devices 

L. Read the passage and answer the questions. (3points) 

       A language is a system of sounds, and gestures for communicating. There are around 7000 languages in the 

world. Many deaf people around the world use body language _ a language that uses movements of the hands. 

      As you know languages are always changing, but they change very slowly. Word order is more important in 

English than it is in some other languages such as Russian. People invent new words for their languages, 

borrow words from other languages and change the meaning of words as needed. Chinese is the most famous 

language in the world. It has more than one billion speakers. Scientists say that the world loses a language 

every two weeks and half of the world languages will die in the next 100 years if we don’t do anything. 
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Complete the sentence with a proper word. 

45. Deaf people communicate with others by means of ……………………. . 

Choose the best answer. 

46. According to the passage, every two weeks ……………….. . 

      a) people change the meaning of words 

      b) a language dies 

      c) people invent new words for their languages 

      d) a language changes rapidly 

 

47. Word order in Russian is not as important as it is in English.           a) True             b) False  

48. People never change the meaning of the words.                                a) True             b) False 

 

 

 

 Good luck  

 Tamizkar 
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